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News Release

The University of Dayton

May 4, 1993
Contact: Teri Rizvi
HAMID BELADI, UD ECONOMICS PROFESSOR,
WINS 1993 ALUMNI AWARD FOR SCHOLARSHIP
DAYTON, Ohio-- Hamid Beladi, an economics and finance professor at the
University of Dayton, has won UD ' s 1993 Alumni Award for Scholarship.
Beladi's eyes twinkle with excitement behind his gold-rimmed spectacles when the
issue of free trade is mentioned. It's a topic he's passionate about and one on which he's
lectured and published extensively.
It's that publishing rate as well as the number of scholarly journals he edits that have
won the professor this year's top award for scholarship.
Beladi, who last year was named the department's endowed William J. Hoben
Research Scholar; has published 45 papers in such refereed journals as Economica, Canadian

Journal of Economics and Journal of Development Economics. He's the associate editor of
the Review of International Economics, is on the editorial board of a new journal, The

Journal of International Trade and Economic Development, and is co-editor of the Journal of
Economic Integration.
Last year, he and fellow economics professor Carl Chen founded the International

Review of Economics and Finance, a UD-based journal which Beladi edits.
Beladi also is a founding member of the International Economics and Finance Society,
~

and he coordinates his department's distinguished speaker series, which brings prominent
faculty to campus for invited seminars.
But as a trade theorist, issues offree trade and foreign investment attract much of
Beladi's time and interest.
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"With free trade, you can consume things you wouldn't normally be able to consume,"
he says simply. "Think of the silk we import from Taiwan. I believe free trade always leads
to an increase in welfare of all nations involved.
"All nations are after growth and prosperity," Beladi, a native of Iran, explains. "To .
achieve that you need innovation. Competition is a major source of innovation, and trade is a
major source of competition. So, if you come up with innovation, you can do anything."
Since he joined UD in 1988, Beladi's innovation has allowed him to balance teaching
and research duties--duties he sees as complementary, not in conflict.
"I honestly believe both are equally important. How do you teach if you don't do any
research? How do you know the textbook is correct? And if you just do research and you
don't teach it, what good are you doing? Research is the production of knowledge, but
teaching is the distribution of knowledge."
Recently, Beladi's academic interests have turned to issues of trade and environment,
specifically the effects of the increased volume of trade on the global environment.

"We advocate free trade. But what is it?" asks Beladi. "I should produce more to
trade more. But that act of more production causes more pollution. Is that justification for
more (government) intervention?"
Beladi will tackle that question in an article he expects to be published within the next
few months. What position will he take?
"That's a very complex issue," he said, smiling. "I don't think there is a clear-cut
answer."
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EDITQ R'S NOTE: Hamid Beladi is a resident of Spring Valley. For interviews, call (513)
229-2407.

